
SAMPLE LESSON PLAN 

 

 

Topic: Developing a citizen science activity in a local beach 
Lecturer name: Joao Frias 

Date: 14/11/2018 

Duration of Learning unit: 1h 

Module: Ecology of Aquatic Environment - 417780 

Topic: Marine Litter and microplastic Pollution  

Mark the type of session: 

Lecture      X             Tutorial  ☐              Lab      ☐              Studio       ☐      Workshop    ☐                                         

1. AIM 

The main aim of this lesson is to: 

• Introduce students to the topic of marine anthropogenic litter and microplastic pollution 

• Make students aware of why this is a global environmental problem 

• Explain the impacts of microplastics in marine and freshwater ecosystems 

• Share research on this topic conducted in Ireland 

 
2. MAIN LEARNING OUTCOME & CORRESPONDING ASSESSMENT 

Module Learning Outcomes (LOs)  
At the end of this lesson the students will be 
enabled to… 

Assessment of LOs 

(Note: each LO has an assessment. Include a variety 
of types.) 

Understand why are microplastics and plastic litter a 

global issue and what are their pollution impacts in 

the marine and freshwater aquatic ecosystems 

Students will learn about why plastic is a global 

environmental issue, how it all started, concepts 

and definitions, distribution and sources of plastic 

litter in the marine environment; which rivers 

contribute with more microplastics to the ocean and 

some temporal and physical properties 

Explore the full scale of the problem with a video 

shown in class 

Students will see a 4minute video about the impacts 

of microplastics 

Share their ideas in a small debate about what this 

problem 

Students will be able to share their views about the 

problem, and potentially sharing ideas and solutions 

to tackle this problem 



Learn that there are several polymers, that plastics 

can be a vector of toxic contamination and of 

potential invasive species and will see examples of 

research conducted in Ireland 

Students will not only passively learn about the 

topic, but will also see an example of a cup with 

barnacles attached to it, collected in an Irish beach 

in the month of September 2018 

Be empowered to think about their individual and 

collective lifestyle 

Student will get a take home message which is an 

expansion of the 3R policy (Reduce, reuse, recycle) 

 

3. THE LESSON 

TIME LINE LECTURER ACTIVITIES LEARNER ACTIVITIES 

SET INDUCTION (BEGINNING) 

5 mins 

(5 mins) 

Introduction to the topic of marine 
anthropogenic litter and microplastic 
pollution 

Outline of the lesson 

Informing that Dr Amaya Vega is there 
to perform a peer-review assessment 
on my teaching  

Students will be told the outline of 
the lesson, which will include 
sources, sizes, types and 
distribution of marine litter and 
microplastics in the ocean 

 

LESSON SEQUENCE (MIDDLE) 

5 mins 

(10 mins) 

Slides that focus on how this problem 
started, why it persists and global 
recycling rates 

Students will learn about the past to 
understand the present pollution 
situation 

3 mins 

(13 mins) 

Concepts and definitions  Students will learn the prevailing 
concepts of microplastics and 
marine litter 

5 mins 

(18 mins) 

Sizes, sources, distribution and inputs 
from rivers 

Students will learn about sizes, 
sources, distribution and input 
from rivers 

 2 mins 

(20 mins) 

Durability and distribution in the 
water column 

Students will learn how long do 
plastic and other items last in the 
environment and if the float or sink 

5 mins 

(25 mins) 

Marlisco Video Acquisition learning 

10 mins Debate Discussion learning 



(35 mins) 

7 mins 

(42 mins) 

Impacts, polymer types, contaminants Students will learn about the 
impacts of marine litter, the 
different polymer types, and why 
are microplastics considered 
contaminants 

8 mins 

(50 mins) 

Research conducted in Ireland Students will learn about state of 
the art research developed here at 
GMIT 

CLOSURE (END) 

5 mins 

(60 mins) 

Take home message Recap of what was told, and 
take home message. 

 

4. LIST OF TEACHING RESOURCES 

For class: 

Slides, short video, invasive species example 

5.    CRITICAL REFLECTION 

Strengths 

(before lecture) 

This lecture is a mix between a traditional academic lecture of the acquisition type, with elements of 
debate and a case-study practice. It was designed to be visually appealing to young audiences and it 
includes elements of video art from a European project on marine litter. Text in slides are kept to a 
minimum with plenty of images designed to engagement.  

(after lecture) 

Questions posed during the lecture helped the students to be focused on the topic. 

 
Challenges 

(before lecture) 

Some of the images in the impact section might be too strong for the students, so a warning of 
viewer discretion will be mentioned prior to showing these photos.   



(after lecture) 

Even though I always ask open questions “What do you think/How does this works/etc…” I feel that 
students sometimes are afraid of speaking in public, so there are moments of silence, where a debate 
should be happening.  

Areas that could be improved upon  

Sharing of more online resources, as students are quite curious.  

 

 

Select & Prioritise Your Content:  

For the session, decide what material is used in class and what material the students should study 
independently and/or online. To do this, think about the material and its relative importance and 
prioritise and list in the appropriate quadrant. 

 Support Learning Independent Learning 

Priority  

(Need to know) 

 

 1 

MARLISCO awareness video, will be 

Shared with students in class and will follow 

A debate on the topic 

2 Video is available online in youtube, so 

Students can access it and use it for future 

 Reference 

Supplementary  

Learning (Nice to  

know) 

 

 

3 

Two open source books available online will be 

Shared with the students for the case they want   

To know more about this topic 

 

4 

Two open source books available online will be 

Shared with the students for the case they want   

To know more about this topic 

 
 

Online Student Engagement Tools: 

Slides will be available in the Moodle platform to complement another lecture on microplastics. 
These slides contain answers to exam questions.   

 



Teacher Reflection: 

What worked? 

Sharing the powerpoint presentation in Moodle, having a plastic cup with barnacles attached to it, 

collected in an Irish beach to show in class (potential for invasive species) 

What did not work? 

n/a 

To what extent did you address different domains of learning? 

This was quite a classic lecture, where information about the topic was shared with them. 

Nonetheless, the addition of video resources and a debate, allow the students to feel part of the  

What would I do differently next time? 

I would do the ocean exercise (breathing exercise – each second breath you take was produced in 

the ocean), in order to make them aware that even far away from the ocean, we are connected to 

it, before the debate. This would potentially increase interaction.  

 


